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DESCRIPTION

[0001] This is a divisional application of European Patent Application 09154227.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates generally to a method and apparatus for receiving control 
information in a communication system. More particularly, although not exclusively, the present 
invention relates to a method and apparatus for receiving encoded control information in a 
communication system comprising Low Density Parity Check (LDPC) codes.

2. Description of the Related Art

[0003] FIG. 1 is a diagram illustrating a transmission scheme for control information in a 
general wireless communication system.

[0004] Referring to FIG. 1, reference numeral 101 denotes a structure of a frame including 
control information that is transmitted and received in a wireless communication system. 
Commonly, the frame 101 includes a preamble 102, an P2-L1 signaling 103, an PLPO-L2 
signaling 104, and one or more Physical Layer Pipes (PLPs) 105, 106, and 107.

[0005] The control information may be transmitted through the preamble 102, the P2-L1 
signaling 103, and the PLPO-L2 signaling 104, while data may be transmitted through the 
PLPs 105, 106, and 107.

[0006] The preamble 102 is a signal that is generally used to acquire time and frequency 
synchronization, and synchronization for a frame boundary at a receiver.

[0007] The P2-L1 signaling 103 indicates a part through which an L1 signaling is transmitted. 
As illustrated in FIG. 1, the P2-L1 signaling 103 can also be referred to as a "P2," because it is 
transmitted through P2 symbols. The P2 refers to a physical layer signaling, or a Layer 1 (LI) 
signaling. The physical layer signaling includes static information 108, configurable information 
109, and dynamic information 110. The static information 108 includes information that is 
basically static over the passage of time, and such static information may include information 
on a cell identifier, a network identifier, the number of Radio Frequency (RF) channels, a frame 
length, locations of pilot subcarriers, etc. The configurable information 109 includes information 
that may change in the frames to be transmitted in the future, although without changing on a 
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frame-by-frame basis. Thus, the configurable information 109 may include, for example, 
information on a service identifier, a modulation order used to transmit data for an individual 
service, a code rate, etc. The dynamic information 110 includes information that may change 
on a frame-by-frame basis. Such dynamic information may include information about a location 
where each PLP carrying service data is transmitted in the current frame, i.e. information about 
where each PLP starts and ends in the frame.

[0008] The PLP0-L2 signaling 104, a part through which an L2 signaling is transmitted, 
represents a Layer 2 (L2) or Medium Access Control (MAC) signaling. Generally, a PLP on 
which the L2 information is transmitted may also be referred to as a "PLP0." The PLP0 
includes connection information between PLPs and broadcast services to indicate PLPs 
through which particular services are received. The PLP_1 105, the PLP_2 106, and the 
PLP_N 107 are service data, and each of them transmits one or a plurality of broadcast service 
channels. These PLPs, through which actual broadcast data is transmitted, are also called 
"data PLPs."

[0009] A process of actually receiving a particular broadcast service channel in a receiver of a 
wireless communication system is described below with reference to FIG. 1. Upon acquiring 
synchronization of the frame through the preamble 102, the receiver gets information on a 
data transmission scheme and a frame length using the P2-L1 signaling 103, obtains 
information indicating through which PLP a desired broadcast service channel is transmitted, 
using the PLP0-L2 signaling 104, and then receives data for broadcast services through the 
PLPs 105 to 107 carrying data.

[0010] In order to provide the services stably in the wireless communication system, 
transmission error of control information such as the L1 signaling and the L2 signaling should 
be minimized. The control information is generally encoded before transmission to minimize 
the transmission error. To this end, there has been a long-felt need for a scheme capable of 
efficiently encoding the control information.

[0011] EP 1 513 258 A2 provides a method for encoding short LDPC codes with an outer BCH 
code, which have been particularly applied in DVB services over satellite.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0012] The present invention has been made to address at least the above problems and/or 
disadvantages and to provide at least the advantages described below. Accordingly, an aspect 
of the present invention provides a method and apparatus for receiving control information in a 
wireless broadcast communication system. More specifically, the invention relates to a method 
and apparatus as stipulated by independent claims 1 and 13. Preferred embodiments are 
stipulated in dependent claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
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[0013] The above and other aspects, features and advantages of the present invention will be 
more apparent from the following description when taken in conjunction with the accompanying 
drawings, in which:

FIG 1 is a diagram illustrating a transmission scheme for control information in a general 
wireless communication system;

FIG 2 is a diagram illustrating a process of encoding L1 signaling information used in a 
wireless communication system to which an embodiment of the present invention is applicable;

FIG 3 is a diagram illustrating a scheme for encoding signaling information according to an 
embodiment of the present invention;

FIG 4 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a transmitter according to an embodiment of the 
present invention;

FIG 5 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a receiver according to an embodiment of the 
present invention;

FIG 6 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of a transmitter according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; and

FIG 7 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of a receiver according to an embodiment of 
the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0014] Preferred embodiments of the present invention are described in detail with reference 
to the accompanying drawings. The same or similar components may be designated by the 
same or similar reference numerals although they are illustrated in different drawings. Detailed 
descriptions of constructions or processes known in the art may be omitted to avoid obscuring 
the subject matter of the present invention.

[0015] The terms and words used in the following description and claims are not limited to their 
dictionary meanings, but, are merely used by the inventor to enable a clear and consistent 
understanding of the invention. Accordingly, it should be apparent to those skilled in the art that 
the following description of preferred embodiments of the present invention are provided for 
illustration purpose only and not for the purpose of limiting the invention as defined by the 
appended claims.

[0016] It is to be understood that the singular forms "a," "an," and "the" include plural referents 
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unless the context clearly dictates otherwise. Thus, for example, reference to "a component 
surface" includes reference to one or more of such surfaces.

[0017] The present invention provides a method and apparatus for encoding L1 post-signaling 
information, or control information, into a plurality of LDPC blocks before transmission in a 
wireless communication system using LDPC codes.

[0018] The encoding method proposed by the present invention provides a scheme for 
encoding L1 static information, L1 configurable information, and L1 dynamic information 
constituting L1 post-signaling information, in which one or a plurality of coded (or codeword) 
blocks (i.e. LDPC blocks) are formed according to the total number of bits of the L1 post
signaling information. Although it is assumed in embodiments of the present invention that the 
L1 post-signaling information includes the L1 static, L1 configurable and L1 dynamic 
information, the L1 static, L1 configurable and L1 dynamic information should not necessarily 
be combined together according to requirements of the wireless communication system. 
Though not mentioned specifically, it can be appreciated that the present invention can be 
applied even when the L1 post-signaling information is formed of only one or two of the three 
types of the L1 information. In constructing the multiple LDPC blocks, embodiments of the 
present invention may divide the L1 post-signaling information into a plurality of blocks so that 
the LDPC blocks are equal in the number of bits of their input information. In addition to the L1 
static information, the L1 configurable information and the L1 dynamic information constituting 
the L1 post-signaling information, predefined padding bits can be added to each of the blocks. 
The number of the padding bits may be determined depending on the number of the divided 
blocks, a modulation scheme (or modulation order) used, or use/nonuse of transmit diversity 
antenna technology.

[0019] FIG. 2 is a diagram illustrating a process of encoding L1 signaling information used in a 
wireless communication system to which an embodiment of the present invention is applicable.

[0020] Referring to FIG. 2, L1 signaling information further includes L1 pre-signaling 
information 202 in addition to L1 static information 203, L1 configurable information 204 and L1 
dynamic information 205 that constitute the L1 post-signaling information as described in 
connection with FIG. 1. Although it is assumed in FIG. 2 that the L1 post-signaling information 
includes three types of L1 information 203, 204 and 205, the L1 post-signaling information may 
also include two types of the L1 information, as described above.

[0021] The L1 pre-signaling information 202 is control information indicating information about 
a transmission method for the L1 static information 203, the L1 configurable information 204, 
and the L1 dynamic information 205. That is, the L1 pre-signaling information 202 is control 
information indicating which subcarriers, modulation schemes (e.g. QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 
etc.) and code rates are used to transmit the L1 static information 203, the L1 configurable 
information 204, and the L1 dynamic information 205.

[0022] As described above, a transmitter of a general wireless communication system 
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generates one LDPC block 206 by LDPC-encoding the L1 pre-signaling information 202 
independently, and also generates one LDPC block 207 by LDPC-encoding a plurality of pieces 
of L1 information (L1 configurable information, L1 dynamic information, etc.) constituting the L1 
post-signaling information.

[0023] However, when one LDPC block is generated by LDPC-encoding a plurality of pieces of 
L1 information constituting the L1 post-signaling information, with the plurality of pieces of L1 
information combined together, the number of input bits of the LDPC block is variable, so that 
the number of input bits encoded is also changeable, resulting in a change in decoding 
performance. Herein, the L1 pre-signaling information and the L1 post-signaling information 
may be different in their information structures according to the wireless communication 
system, and not only LDPC encoding but also other encoding methods can be applied for 
execution of the encoding.

[0024] FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrating a scheme for encoding signaling information according 
to an embodiment of the present invention.

[0025] The following description is focused on a method for encoding L1 static information, L1 
configurable information and L1 dynamic information, denoted by Part II.

[0026] Referring to FIG. 3, an embodiment of the present invention generates an LDPC block 
as one codeword by LDPC-encoding L1 pre-signaling information 302 independently. Further, 
the embodiment generates an LDPC block(s) as one or multiple codewords by performing 
LDPC encoding, once or a plurality of times, on a plurality of pieces of L1 information 
constituting L1 post-signaling information, for example, L1 static information 303, L1 
configurable information 304 and L1 dynamic information 305 combined together. The present 
invention is characterized by generating multiple codewords (i.e. LDPC blocks)(307,... ,308) 
with respect to the L1 post-signaling information, such that the multiple LDPC 
blocks(307,...,308) are equal in the number of bits of their input information. This is to keep the 
constant performance of each LDPC block because the LDPC codes have characteristics that 
their performances vary according to the number of input information bits. In order to match 
the plurality of LDPC blocks(307,...,308) in terms of the number of input information bits, x 
padding bits are added as shown by reference numeral 306. How the number of the added 
padding bits is determined will be described in detail below. A transmitter's operation of 
generating and transmitting one or multiple LDPC blocks according to an embodiment of the 
present invention will now be described in detail with reference to FIG. 4.

[0027] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a transmitter according to an 
embodiment of the present invention.

[0028] Referring to FIG. 4, in step 401, the transmitter determines control information, which is 
to be transmitted through P2 symbols in the current frame. The control information to be 
transmitted through the P2 symbols includes L1 pre-signaling information and L1 post
signaling information, as described above.
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[0029] To LDPC-encode the determined control information before transmission, the 
transmitter determines into how many coded blocks (i.e. LDPC blocks) it will divide the L1 post
signaling information before transmission, in step 402. The determination is made in
accordance with Equation (1).

Npost_FEC _Blocks

[0030] In Equation (1), it is assumed that LDPC inner codes and Bose, Chaudhuri, and 
Hocquenghem (BCH) outer codes are concatenated to each other.

[0031] Here, Npost_pEC_Blocks denotes the number of the divided LDPC blocks when L1 post

signaling information is divided into multiple LDPC blocks before transmission, Kpost_pUre 

denotes a sum of the number of bits of L1 post-signaling information, determined in step 401, 
and K/jc/j denotes the maximum number of input bits obtained by excluding parity bits of a BCH 

code and parity bits of an LDPC code from an LDPC block based on a given encoding type (i.e. 
the maximum number of input bits determined by excluding a parity code from a BCH block). 
Hereinafter, it is referred to as "the maximum number of input bits of a BCH block."

[0032] For example, when an LDPC block is used as a coded block with a size of 16,200 bits, 
an effective code rate is indicated by Reff, and the number of parity bits used in the BCH code 

is denoted by NPcPjarjty, the maximum number KPcP of input bits of a BCH block is 

Kbh~^6,200*Reff~Nbch_parity- For Reff-4/9 and Nbch_parity~^^^ bits, Kbch becomes 7032 bits. 
Further, rx-| in Equation (1) indicates the smallest integer greater than or equal to x.

[0033] However, a value of Kbcb used in Equation (1) should not necessarily be determined by 

the above method, and can also be determined by another method according to a given 
condition of the wireless communication system. Regarding another method, in a wireless 
communication system using multiple carriers, such as, for example, an Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) system, the maximum number of subcarriers capable of carrying 
data in one OFDM symbol is determined according to a condition of the system. When the 
maximum amount of data that can be delivered at once through the maximum number of 
subcarriers while maintaining the encoding performance considered in a system, is less than 
the maximum size of an LDPC-coded block, a value of Kbcb used in Equation (1) can be 

replaced by a value of the maximum amount of data.

[0034] However, when the value of KPcP is unchangeable for the reasons that

Kbch=^g^xRefrNbchj3arity has been defined in a system and the value of Kbch is already 

used for another purpose in the system, Equation (1) can be replaced by Equation (2).

N■ Ύ posf_ FEC _ Blocks
Kpost _ pure

Npost _ max_ per _ symbol
................(2)
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[0035] In Equation (2), A/post_max_per_symfco/ indicates the maximum number of bits capable of 

carrying L1 post-signaling information in one OFDM symbol according to a condition of the 
system, and it is generally set less than or equal to the value of K^.

[0036] For a better understanding of the present invention, the following example will be 
described.

[0037] Assuming that in an OFDM system using a 4K Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) mode, a 
maximum of 3408 subcarriers can be used for one OFDM symbol to transmit encoded L1 
signaling information, when 45 subcarriers are allocated for transmission of L1 pre-signaling 
information encoded in the one OFDM symbol, a maximum of 3363 subcarriers can be 
allocated for transmission of the encoded L1 post-signaling information. When 16-ary 
Quadrature Amplitude Modulation (QAM) modulation is assumed to be applied, the 3363 
subcarriers can carry a total of 3363x4=13452 bits.

[0038] Because the encoded L1 post-signaling information should have higher encoding 
performance compared with the general data, the amount of the L1 post-signaling information 
should be limited to guarantee the required minimum encoding performance. That is, among 
the 13452 bits, the specific number of bits is set to the maximum value as the amount of L1 
post-signaling information, and the remaining bits are allocated as parity bits of a BCH code or 
an LDPC code, or dummy bits when necessary.

[0039] For example, assume that L1 post-signaling information of 5780 bits or less is 
transmitted over one OFDM symbol at the request of the system in order to guarantee the 
required minimum encoding performance for the encoded L1 post-signaling information. In this 
case, it can be appreciated that the 5780 bits are less than 7032 bits, or the maximum size of 
Kbch, when Reff is 4/9 and NbCh_parjty is 168 bits. Also, assume that 168 bits are allocated as 

Nbch_parity parity bits of a BCH code, 7500 bits are allocated as parity bits of an LDPC code, 

and the remaining 4 bits are allocated as dummy bits. Then, because the total number of bits 
of the encoded L1 post-signaling information is 13448 bits and 4 dummy bits are included, the 
encoded L1 post-signaling information with the dummy bits is mapped to (13448 + 4)/4 = 3363 
subcarriers, thereby forming a part of an OFDM symbol.

[0040] In the above example, (5780 + 168)/13448 is less 4/9, or a value of Reff, because it was 

set less than 4/9 to secure higher encoding performance than that of the general data. 
Actually, because 13452x4/9=5979 is set to obtain a code rate lower than Reff considering 

encoding performance, the maximum L1 post-signaling information that can be transmitted 
through one OFDM symbol is always less than 7032 bits.

[0041] When the amount of L1 post-signaling information exceeds 5780 bits, the L1 post
signaling information is divided into Npost_pEC_Blocks LDPC blocks using Equation (1), and 

transmitted through a process described below. In this case, is set as 5780 bits in 
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Equation (1). However, when a value of is unchangeable as the system already uses it for 

another purpose, Npost max_per symbol is set as 5780 bits in Equation (2), and Equation (2) is 

used instead.

[0042] According to another detailed example, assuming that in an OFDM system using a 4K 
FFT mode, a maximum of 2840 subcarriers can be used for one OFDM symbol to transmit 
encoded L1 signaling information, when 45 subcarriers are allocated for transmission of L1 
pre-signaling information encoded in the one OFDM symbol, a maximum of 2795 subcarriers 
can be allocated for transmission of encoded L1 post-signaling information. For convenience, 
when 16QAM modulation is assumed to be applied, the 2795 subcarriers can carry a total of 
2795x4=11180 bits.

[0043] Assume that among the 11180 bits, the maximum number of bits of L1 post-signaling 
information transmittable through one OFDM symbol is set as 4748 bits in order to guarantee 
the required minimum encoding performance according to the system requirements.

[0044] It can be understood that the 4748 bits are less than 7032 bits, or the maximum 
number of input bits of the BCH block, when Reff=4/9 and a size of N^jj^ty is 168 bits. Also, 

assume that 168 bits are allocated as parity bit of a BCH code, 6260 bits are allocated as parity 
bits of an LDPC code, and the remaining 4 bits are allocated as dummy bits. Then, because 
the total number of bits of the encoded L1 post-signaling information is 11176 bits and 4 
dummy bits are included, the encoded L1 post-signaling information with the dummy bits is 
mapped to (11176 + 4)/4 = 2795 subcarriers, thereby forming a part of an OFDM symbol.

[0045] In the above example, it is noted that (4748 + 168)/11180 is less than 4/9, or a value of 

Reff-

[0046] When the amount of the L1 post-signaling information exceeds 4748 bits, the L1 post
signaling information is divided into Npost ppc Blocks LDPC blocks using Equation (1), and 

transmitted through a process described below. In this case, is set as 4748 bits in 

Equation (1). However, when a value of is unchangeable as the system already uses it for 

another purpose, Npost max_per symbol is set as 4748 bits in Equation (2), and Equation (2) is 

used instead.

[0047] In accordance with embodiments of the present invention, the can be defined as a 

value determined according to a purpose needed in the system, and it can be equal to or less 
than the maximum number of input bits of, for example, a BCH block. However, when a value 
of Kbch is unchangeable as the system already uses it for another purpose, Npost_max_per_symboi 

can be set to a proper value in Equation (2), and Equation (2) can be used instead of Equation 
(1).

[0048] As described above, in Equation (1) can be set to a proper value according to 
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requirements of the wireless communication system.

[0049] Referring back to FIG. 4, in step 403, the transmitter divides a sum KpoSt_pUre of the 

number of bits of the L1 post-signaling information by the number NpoSt pEq Blocks of the LDPC 

blocks, determined in step 402. In the case where the Kpost_pUre cannot be divided by 

Npost_FEC_Biocks, the number NpostPEC-Biocks of specific padding bits (each bit value is O') 

becomes 2 when Kpost_pUre is 7033 bits, for example. Because the Kpost_pUre cannot be divided 

by 2, one bit of 0 is added to the Kpost_pure to make it an even number, and the resultant value 

is divided by 2. In the above, the number of bits of an information stream after padding bits are 
added thereto is called Kpost, and a value obtained by dividing it by Npost FEq Blocks is referred 

to as KSjg. In the above example, Kslg becomes (7033+1)/2) = 3,517 bits. In other words, it is 

meant that two information streams of 3,517 bits obtained by adding one bit to Kpost_pUre of 

7033 bits and dividing the result by two are intended to be transmitted over two LDPC blocks 
through two LDPC encodings.

[0050] In step 404, the transmitter calculates the number of parity bits to be punctured, among 
parity bits of each LDPC block. The calculation for the number of puncturing bits is subject to 
change according to Kpost, a modulation scheme (or a modulation order), the number Nfjxec/p2 

of OFDM symbols used for P2 transmission (i.e. the number of OFDM symbols with a given 
FFT size), etc. The number of puncturing bits can be calculated in the following manner. The 
number of puncturing bits can be calculated in the process of first calculating the temporary 
number of puncturing bits, correcting the number of puncturing bits taking into account Nfjxec/p2 

and a structure of a bit interleaver used for transmitting the L1 post-signaling information, and 
then updating the final number of puncturing bits. The process of calculating the number of 
puncturing bits will be described using equations, as follows.

Step 1

[0051] First, the temporary number Npunc temp of puncturing bits is calculated in accordance

with Equation (3).

temp ............(3)

where LxJ indicates the greatest integer not greater than x.

[0052] In Equation (3), KPcP denotes the maximum number of input bits of a BCH block, and 

Kslg is a value determined by dividing the number Kpost of bits obtained by adding padding bits 

to a sum Kpost_pUre of the number of bits of L1 post-signaling information, by the number 

NpostFECBIock LDPC blocks.

[0053] In Equation (3), /(/,0/,=16,200* Reff - Nbch_parity> first defined in Equation (1), is used 
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intact without change. For example, Kbcb is 7032 bits, when an LDPC block with a size of

16,200 bits is used, an effective code rate Reffis 4/9, and Nbch_parity is 168 bits.

Step 2

[0054] After the temporary number of puncturing bits is found, the temporary number
Npost temp of codeword bits is calculated in accordance with Equation (4).

Npostjeop ~^lg +^ίΛ_ρα·ΐ9 +16,200x(l-R^)-Nv„eJeM[) ........ ( I)

Step 3

[0055] Thereafter, based on the temporary number of codeword bits, the final number of 
codeword bits (or the number of bits of each LDPC block) is calculated in accordance with
Equation (5) taking a modulation order into account.

Npost temp

N-1 ’ post — <

Otherwise,
Npost temp

ΉμΟΡ X fixedPl
x huop x A .fi„Pp2

(5)

where Qmod indicates a modulation order, and is 1, 2, 4 and 6 for BPSK, QPSK, 16-QAM, and 

64-QAM, respectively, and Nfjxecjp2 is the number of OFDM symbols used for P2 transmission 

(i.e. transmission of L1 signaling information).

[0056] The reason for adjusting the number of codeword bits in Equation (5) is to ensure that 
the number of modulation symbols after modulation of each LDPC block becomes a multiple of 
NfjxedP2, and also to guarantee that the number of bits of each LDPC block becomes a multiple 

of the number of columns of a block interleaver used in a bit interleaving process. The block 
interleaving is commonly used only for high-order modulation such as 16QAM and 64QAM, 
and the number of its columns used is generally 2 x Imod-

[0057] In Equation (5), the expression is divided into two sub-expressions on the basis of a 
value of Nfixec/p2, to ensure that the number of symbols after modulation always becomes a 

multiple of Nf]xecip2- However, when there is no need to necessarily satisfy the multiple relation 

°f Nfjxec/p2 according to the requirements of the communication system to which the present 

invention is applied, it is enough to apply only the first expression for Nfjxec/p2 = 1 in Equation 

(5). In this case, the factors determining the result of Equation (5) are a modulation order and 
the number of columns of a block interleaver.

[0058] In sum, Equation (5) may be applied briefly regardless of NfjxeciP2 according to the 

requirements of the communication system to which the present invention is applied.
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[0059] In accordance with Equation (5), it is ensured that when a value of Nfjxecip2 is not 1, the 

number of modulation symbols after modulation of an LDPC block is a multiple of Nfjxedp2 x 

Qmod- However, in the general case, it cannot be ensured that the number of modulation 

symbols is 2 x Imod- Thus, when the number of columns for block interleaving is set to 2 x 

QmoD’ Equation (5) may not be suitable. In other words, in a case where in an arbitrary system, 

the number of columns for block interleaving is always set to 2 x Qmod and NfixedP2 is not 1,

Equation (5) may not be suitable to the system if the number of modulation symbols does not 
satisfy a multiple of 2. Therefore, for Nfjxec/p2M, when the number of modulation symbols does

not satisfy a multiple of 2, the final number of codeword bits (i.e. the number of bits of each 
LDPC block) can be calculated using Equation (6).

.......(6)

[0060] Equation (6) is proposed so that it can be used without specific restrictions on a value of

NfixedP2- 

[0061] A value of Nfjxecip2 may be set as a value having a particular meaning according to the 

requirements of the system. For example, when a value of Nfjxetjp2 is set to the same value as

Npost_FEC_Blocks in Equation (2), the value of Nfixedp2 can be determined, once Npost FEC_Biocks 

is determined in the system. If this is applied to Equation (6), Equation (6) can be written as 
Equation (7).

N =1 * post
Npost teinp

X post JVC-Blocks
* X Γpost JBCJUacks ........... (7)

[0062] In addition, a value of Nfjxedp2 can be divided according to a condition of the system, 

similarly to Equation (5), and set as different values. For example, assume that the system 
uses a time interleaving technique during transmission of L1 post-signaling information, and 
has detected an "L1_TI_depth" field in signaling information having information as set forth in 
Table 1, from the L1 pre-signaling information.
Table 1

L1_TI_depth Time Interleaving Depth /VL1 π depth

00 No time interleaving

01 Npost FEC Biocks OFDM symbols
10 4 OFDM symbols
11 8 OFDM symbols
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[0063] In accordance with Table 1, when the "L1_TI_depth" is 10 or 11, the system transmits 
L1 post-signaling information over 4 or 8 OFDM symbols regardless of a value of 
Npost_FEC_Blocks- Therefore, Equation (8) can be used according to a value of "L1_TI_depth."

If Ll _TI depth = 00 or 01,

X X A post _FEC-Blocks >

...........(8)

X Ifucili X ^Ll_n-depth-

where a value of -η ^θρ^ is 4 for "L1_TI_depth"=10, and 8 for "L1_TI_depth"=11.

Npost temp

^ImOD X post_FEC -Blocks

Otherwise,
Npost: temp

N1 ’ post

^Ll-TI depth

[0064] To subdivide the L1 post-signaling information according to application/non-application 
of time interleaving, for "L1_TI_depth"=00 or 01, the final number Npost of codeword bits (i.e.

the number of bits of each LDPC block) can be given as Equation (9).

Kpost Npost temp

X Y psst FEE. docks

otherwise,

X X N’past-FEE Blocks ’

Npost temp

X Nid-Ti-depth
ΧΝ1λ_ΐΙ-depth-

[0065] In addition, for "L1_TI_depth"=00 or 01, because "L1_TI_depth" is always a multiple of
2, Equation (10) is also possible.

If ΙΛ ΊΊ depth = 00 or 01,

NI 1 post

Npost temp

ZIImOD X N post FEE Blocks

Otherwise,

X "post-EEC-Blocks’

•·■(io)

Omod X il TI depth
XrluOD X "il-TI-depth-

[0066] In this case, it is guaranteed that Npost is still a multiple of 2 x Qmod ■

Step 4

[0067] Finally, the final number of puncturing bits among the parity bits of each LDPC block is 
updated. The final number Npunc of puncturing bits is calculated in accordance with Equation
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(11).
N =N -(N -N I Π11punc punc_temp \ post post_temp / ................V /

where Npunc temp denotes the temporary number of puncturing bits, calculated in Step 1, Npost 

denotes the final number of codeword bits (i.e. the number of bits of each LDPC block), and 
Npostjemp denotes the temporary number of codeword bits, calculated in Step 2.

[0068] Referring back again to FIG. 4, After calculating the number of puncturing bits among 
the parity bits of each LDPC block, the transmitter generates, in step 405, as many LDPC 
blocks as the number of coded blocks, determined in step 402, using the L1 post-signaling 
information with padding bits. The LDPC blocks are transmitted after as many parity bits as the 
calculated number of puncturing bits are punctured. In step 406, the transmitter moves to the 
next frame, and then repeats the above operation of steps 401 to 405.

[0069] An example of the calculation process in the operation of the transmitter is summarized 
in Table 2.
Table 2

Step Operation

1 Calculate Equation(2): NKpa^

post per■ _symbol Ϊ

2

1) If needed, a proper value is added to Kpost_pUre so that it becomes a 
multiple of Npost FEC Blocks· ancl the resultant value is defined as Npost. 
When KpostJJure is a multiple of Npost_FEC_Biocks from the beginning, Npost 
and Kpost_pUre have the same value.

2) KposflKpost_pure defined as KSjg.

3 Calculate Equation(3): NpuwJemp = ^x(Kich-Ksig)

4
Calculate Equation (4):

Npost temp ~ ^sig + ^bch parity + 1 6,200 x (1 Reft)" ^punc temp

5 Calculate A/posf using Equation (8) in accordance with a time interleaving 
technique defined in Table 1, which is applied to post-signaling.

6 Calculate Equation (11). Npunc - Npunc_femp - (Npost - Npos^emp)

[0070] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an operation of a receiver according to an embodiment 
of the present invention.

[0071] Referring to FIG. 5, in step 501, the receiver acquires the number of bits of L1 post
signaling information transmitted in the current frame by receiving and demodulating L1 pre
signaling information. The number of bits of the L1 post-signaling information means KpOs/ 
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described in FIG. 4, to which padding bits are added. In step 502, the receiver calculates the 
number of coded blocks (i.e. LDPC blocks) through which L1 post-signaling information is 
transmitted, in accordance with Equation (12).

K
hpast_FECJllocks ,. ~ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' (12)

[0072] It is to be noted that the value of Equation (12) can also be calculated as Equation (13) 
according to the requirements of the system.

N =_______ _____________ (1Όpost _FEC _Blocks ......... ^.1 J J
1 v post. _ max_ per _ symbol

[0073] In step 503, the receiver calculates the number Kslg of input information bits for each 

LDPC block (i.e. the number of bits of input information with padding bits) in accordance with 
Equation (14).

.......  .............. (14)
post_ FF.C, _Block.s

[0074] In step 504, the receiver calculates the number of puncturing bits among parity bits of 
each LDPC block. The calculation process of step 504 is equal to the method described in FIG. 
4 using Equation (3), Equation (4), and Equation (5) to Equation (11). In step 505, the receiver 
decodes as many LDPC blocks as the number of LDPC blocks, determined in step 502, 
through an LDPC decoding process using the number of puncturing bits, calculated in step 
504, and acquires L1 post-signaling information from each decoded LDPC block. In step 506, 
the receiver moves to the next frame and repeats the operation of steps 501 to 505.

[0075] FIG. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of a transmitter 600 according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. The transmitter 600 in FIG. 6 represents an apparatus 
for transmitting L1 signaling information as control information.

[0076] Referring to FIG. 6, the transmitter 600 includes a transmission data buffer 601, a 
scheduler 602, a control information generator 603, a control parameter calculator 604, a 
controller 605, an LDPC encoder 606, and a transmission unit 607. In embodiments of the 
present invention, the control information, which is encoded into one or multiple LDPC blocks 
before transmission, includes L1 pre-signaling information and L1 post-signaling information as 
physical layer signaling information, as described above.

[0077] When a wireless communication system provides broadcast services, the transmission 
data buffer 601 buffers service data (i.e. PLPs) that a plurality of broadcast service channels 
should transmit. The scheduler 602 performs scheduling depending on a state of the service 
data (PLPs) buffered in the transmission data buffer 601. The scheduling operation may 
include determining L1 pre-signaling information and L1 post-signaling information as control
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information to be transmitted, for every frame. The scheduling result is provided to the control 
information generator 603. The control information generator 603 generates detailed field 
values of the L1 pre-signaling information and the L1 post-signaling information as control 
information (i.e. P2 information). The L1 post-signaling information includes L1 configurable 
information 204, L1 dynamic information 205, or the like.

[0078] The control parameter calculator 604 calculates the number of LDPC blocks, the 
number of modulation symbols, the number of padding bits, the number of puncturing bits 
among parity bits of each LDPC block, etc. as control parameters used for encoding control 
information into one or plural LDPC blocks before transmission as described in FIG. 4, using 
the field values received from the control information generator 603. The control parameters 
calculated by the control parameter calculator 604 are provided to the controller 605, and the 
controller 605 controls an encoding operation of the LDPC encoder 606 according to the 
calculated parameters. The LDPC encoder 606, under the control of the controller 605, 
encodes the L1 pre-signaling information and the L1 post-signaling information received from 
the control information generator 603, into LDPC blocks independently. Herein, in accordance 
with the process described in FIG. 4, the L1 pre-signaling information is divided into one or 
more blocks and zero-padding bits are added thereto, so that the information is output as one 
or multiple LDPC blocks. Parity bits, the number of which is equal to the calculated number of 
puncturing bits, are punctured from the LDPC blocks. The output of the LDPC encoder 606 is 
provided to the transmission unit 607, and the transmission unit 607 transmits the LDPC- 
encoded control information with a frame having a predetermined format. Although the control 
parameter calculator 604 and the controller 605 are illustrated as separate components in FIG. 
6, they can be constructed in one controller.

[0079] FIG. 7 is a block diagram illustrating a structure of a receiver 700 according to an 
embodiment of the present invention. The receiver 700 in FIG. 7 represents an apparatus for 
receiving L1 signaling information as control information.

[0080] Referring to FIG. 7, the receiver 700 includes an L1 pre-signaling receiver 701, a 
control parameter calculator 702, an L1 post-signaling receiver 703, and a controller 704.

[0081] The receiver 700 in FIG. 7 receives L1 pre-signaling information and L1 post-signaling 
information as control information for reception of service data. The L1 pre-signaling 
information is control information indicating a transmission method for L1 post-signaling 
information including L1 configurable information 204 and L1 dynamic information 205. The L1 
pre-signaling receiver 701 receives the L1 pre-signaling information, acquires information on 
subcarriers, a modulation scheme (e.g. QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, etc.) and a code rate it will 
use as a transmission method for the L1 post-signaling information, and also acquires 
information on the number of modulation symbols.

[0082] The control parameter calculator 702 calculates control parameters including the 
number of LDPC blocks, the number of padding bits for LDPC blocks, the number of 
puncturing bits among parity bits of the LDPC blocks, and the number of modulation symbols in 
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the manner described in FIG. 5, using the information provided from the L1 pre-signaling 
receiver 701. The control parameters calculated by the control parameter calculator 702 are 
provided to the controller 704. The controller 704 controls an LDPC decoding operation on one 
or multiple LDPC blocks received at the L1 post-signaling receiver 703 using the control 
parameters, and the L1 post-signaling receiver 703 decodes the L1 post-signaling information. 
Although the control parameter calculator 702 and the controller 704 are illustrated as 
separate components in FIG. 7, they may be constructed in one controller.

[0083] As is apparent from the foregoing description, the embodiments of the present 
invention can divide control information into multiple LDPC blocks and perform LDPC encoding 
thereon considering the characteristics that decoding performance depends on the number of 
input information bits of each LDPC block, so that encoding performance of each LDPC block 
can be constantly maintained.

[0084] In addition, the embodiments of the present invention can divide control information, i.e. 
L1 post-signaling information, into a plurality of blocks having the same number of input bits, 
insert padding bits in each of the divided blocks, and perform LDPC encoding thereon, thereby 
enabling more efficient encoding. Therefore, it is possible to perform more efficient signaling 
information transmission/reception through LCPC encoding.

[0085] The embodiments of the present invention can also be embodied as computer- 
readable codes on a computer-readable recording medium. The computer-readable recording 
medium is any data storage device that can store data, which can thereafter be read by a 
computer system. Examples of the computer-readable recording medium include, but are not 
limited to, Read-Only Memory (ROM), Random-Access Memory (RAM), CD-ROMs, magnetic 
tapes, floppy disks, optical data storage devices, and carrier waves (such as data transmission 
through the Internet via wired or wireless transmission paths). The computer-readable 
recording medium can also be distributed over network-coupled computer systems so that the 
computer-readable code is stored and executed in a distributed fashion. Also, function 
programs, codes, and code segments for accomplishing the present invention can be easily 
construed as within the scope of the invention by programmers skilled in the art to which the 
present invention pertains.

[0086] While the invention has been shown and described with reference to a certain preferred 
embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that various changes in 
form and details may be made therein without departing from scope of the invention as defined 
by the appended claims.
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PATENTKRAV
1. Fremgangsmåde til modtagning af styringsinformation via en del af Lag 1, LI, sig

naleringsinformation, hvilken del af LI, signaleringsinformation inkluderer informati

on, der er knyttet til mindst et Physical Layer Pipe (PLP) i en frame, i et broadcasting 

communication system, hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter trinnene:

Indhentning (501) af information vedrørende et antal bits i delen af LI, signa

leringsinformationen fra en modtaget frame;

beregning (502) af et antal LDPC-blokke, i hvilke delen af LI, signalerings

informationen er delt;

beregning af et antal inputinformationsbits i hver LDPC-blok, når der fore

ligger et antal LDPC-blokke, således at antallet af LDPC-blokke har samme 

antal inputinformationsbits, og

beregning af et antal punktureringsbits blandt paritetsbits i hver LDPC-blok; 

og

dekodning af en eller flere modtagne LDPC-blokke på basis af den i de fore

gående trin indhentede og beregnede information.

2. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvorved en tids-indskydningsteknik anvendes under 

transmission af delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen, og hvorved beregning af et 

antal punktureringsbits ydermere omfatter:

Beregning af et midlertidigt antal punktureringsbits og et midlertidigt antal 

kodeordsbits i hver LDPC-blok;

beregning af et endeligt antal kodeordsbits i hver LDPC-blok i overensstem

melse med modulationsordenen, tidsindskydningsdybde og det midlertidige 

antal kodeordsbits; og

beregning af et endeligt antal punktureringsbits i overensstemmelse med det 

midlertidige antal punktureringsbits, det midlertidige antal kodeordsbits og 

det endelige antal kodeordsbits.

3. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 2, hvorved beregning af et midlertidigt antal punkture

ringsbits ydermere omfatter:
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Beregning af det midlertidige antal punktureringsbits på basis af en differens mellem 

et maksimalt antal inputinformationsbits i en BCH-blok og antallet af inputinformati

onsbits i hver kodet blok.

4. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 2, hvorved beregning af et midlertidigt antal kodeords

bits ydermere omfatter:

Beregning af det midlertidige antal kodeordsbits i hver kodet blok på basis af antallet 

af inputinformationsbits i hver kodet blok, et antal paritetsbits i en BCH-blok, det 

midlertidige antal punktureringsbits og en effektiv kodningshastighed for de kodede 

blokke.

5. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 2, hvorved beregning af kodeordsbits ydermere omfat

ter:

Beregning af det endelige antal kodeordsbits i overensstemmelse med det midlertidige 

antal kodeordsbits, et antal symboler, der anvendes til transmission af delen af Ll- 

signaleringsinformationen, tids-indskydningsdybden og modulationsordenen.

6. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvorved antallet af kodede blokke, der er delt fra 

delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen, beregnes i overensstemmelse med en værdi, 

der opnås ved at dividere antallet af bits i delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen med 

et maksimalt antal bits, som bærer delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen i et Ortho

gonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbol.

7. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvorved antallet af inputinformationsbits i hver ko

det blok beregnes på basis af en værdi, der opnås ved at dividere antallet af bits i delen 

af LI, signaleringsinformationen med antallet afkodede blokke.

8. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 2, hvorved det midlertidige antal punktureringsbits 

bestemmes i overensstemmelse med den følgende ligning:

6
punc lemp — X

5
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hvor Npuncjemp betegner det midlertidige antal punktureringsbits, Kbch betegner det 

maksimale antal inputinformationsbits for en BCH-blok. KSjg betegner antallet af bits, 

der er opnået ved addition af fyldebits til det totale antal bits i LI, signaleringsinfor

mationen, og [x] indikerer et maksimalt heltal, som er mindre end eller lig med x.

9. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvorved antallet af LDPC-blokke beregnes i over

ensstemmelse med den følgende ligning:

post_FEC Blocks Npost _max_ per symbol

hvor Npost FEC-Bioks betegner antallet af LDPC-blokke, Kpost_pure betegner antallet af bits 

i delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen, NpOst_max_per_symboi betegner et maksimalt antal 

bits, som er i stand til at bære delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen i et Orthogonal 

Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbol, og [x] betegner et minimalt heltal, 

som er større end eller lig med x.

10. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 2, hvorved det endelige antal kodeordsbits beregnes i 

overensstemmelse med den følgende ligning: 

^ImOD X post_FEC Blocks
X ^ImOD X Npost_FEC-Blocks

hvor Npost betegner det endelige antal kodeordsbits, Npost_temp betegner det midlertidige 

antal kodeordsbits, η mod betegner modulationsordenen, Npost_FEc_Biocks betegner antal

let af LDPC-blokke, og [x] betegner et minimalt heltal, der er større end eller lig med 

x.

11. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 2, hvorved det endelige antal kodeordsbits beregnes i 

overensstemmelse med den følgende ligning:
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hvor Npost betegner det endelige antal kodeordsbits, Npost_temP betegner det midlertidige 

antal kodeordsbits, η mod betegner modulationsordenen, Npost_FEc_Biocks betegner antal

let af kodede blokke, Nu_Ti_dePth betegner tidsindskydningsdybden, og [x] indikerer et 

minimum heltal, som er større end eller lig med x.

12. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et hvilket som helst af kravene 2, 5, 11 eller 12, hvorved 

modulationsordenen er et hvilket som helst af 1, 2, 4 og 6 for Binary Phase Shift 

Keying (BPSK), Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), 16-ary Quadrature Ampli

tude Modulation, henholdsvis (16-QAM) og 64-QAM.

13. Apparat (700) til modtagning af styringsinformation via en del af Lag 1, LI, signa

leringsinformation, hvilken del af LI, signaleringsinformationen inkluderer informati

on, som er knyttet til mindst et Physical Layer Pipe (PLP) i en frame, i et broadcasting 

communication system, hvilket apparat omfatter:

En modtagende enhed (701, 703) til modtagning og dekodning af styringsinformation, 

inkluderende Lag LI, signaleringsinformation; og

en controller (704) til indhentning af information vedrørende et antal bits i delen af 

LI, signaleringsinformationen fra en modtaget frame, beregning af et antal LDPC- 

blokke, i hvilke delen af LI, signaleringsinformationen er delt, og beregning af et an

tal inputinformationsbits i hver LDPC-blok, når der foreligger et antal LDPC-blokke, 

således at antallet af LDPC-blokke har samme antal inputinformationsbits, og bereg

ning af et antal punktureringsbits blandt paritetsbits i hver LDPC-blok, og styring af 

betjening af den modtagende enhed (701, 703) til at dekode en eller flere modtagne
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LDPC-blokke på basis af informationen, som er indhentet og beregnet i de foregående 

trin.

14. Apparatet (700) ifølge krav 13 er indrettet til at arbejde i henhold til et hvilket som 

5 helst af kravene 2 til 12.
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